SITE SPECIFIC HAZARD AWARNESS TRAINING

Welcome to our Mine Site
▪

As we continue to value your business and services,
we also value your personal safety and the safety of
those around you, both on and off of our sites.

▪

Please take the time to complete our Site Specific
Hazard Awareness Training and complete the
assessment following (you will need to successfully
score 70 or higher). It is Allan Myers policy this
training be conducted annually. False certification is
punishable under section 110 (a) and (f) of the
Federal Mine Safety and Health Act.

▪

Completing this training will help the Allan Myers
team to ensure that everyone makes it Home Safe
Tonight and comply with federally mandated
regulations of the Mine Safety & Health
Administration (MSHA).

Home Safe Tonight and What it Means to Us
▪ Our Home Safe Tonight mission is a peoplecentric approach that encompasses training,
onsite safety, and wellness programs in order to
assure EVERYONE on our sites leave, the same
way they arrived.
▪ At Allan Myers we care enough to step up, stop
work that could be dangerous, and make a
difference.
▪ This culture has been achieved because of care,
concern, and a personal commitment to sending
you HOME SAFE TONIGHT.

In compliance with standards set forth by the Mine Safety and Health Administration, Allan Myers is dedicated to providing our valued customers and employee’s with the
proper Site Specific Hazard Awareness Training, to help ensure you reach HOME SAFE TONIGHT.
NOTE: Any persons found on the property without this training, or those individuals who do not comply with these site guidelines will be asked to leave the property until
either the training has been completed, or the guidelines spelled out have been followed. Each person proceeding onto Allan Myers mine property is subject to MSHA
regulations. Any MSHA violation committed by any person (not employed by Allan Myers) is subject to an MSHA violation being issued. These offenses are at the liability of
the person (not employed by Allan Myers) committing the act and not Allan Myers. Any questions for compliance of these guidelines should be directed at site management
and/or the safety department.
MSHA 30 CFR 46.11 - Site-Specific Hazard Awareness Training.
• (a) You must provide site-specific hazard awareness training before any person specified under this section is exposed to mine hazards.
• (b) You must provide site-specific hazard awareness training, as appropriate, to any person who is not a miner as defined by § 46.2 of this part but is present at a mine site,
including:
(1) Office or staff personnel;
(2) Scientific workers;
(3) Delivery workers;
(4) Customers, including commercial over-the-road truck drivers;
(5) Construction workers or employees of independent contractors who are not miners under § 46.2 of this part;
(6) Maintenance or service workers who do not work at the mine site for frequent or extended periods; and
(7) Vendors or visitors.
• (c) You must provide miners, such as drillers or blasters, who move from one mine to another mine while remaining employed by the same production-operator or
independent contractor with site-specific hazard awareness training for each mine.
• (d) Site-specific hazard awareness training is information or instructions on the hazards a person could be exposed to while at the mine, as well as applicable emergency
procedures. The training must address site-specific health and safety risks, such as unique geologic or environmental conditions, recognition and avoidance of hazards such as
electrical and powered-haulage hazards, traffic patterns and control, and restricted areas; and warning and evacuation signals, evacuation and emergency procedures, or other
special safety procedures.
• (e) You may provide site-specific hazard awareness training through the use of written hazard warnings, oral instruction, signs and posted warnings, walk around training, or
other appropriate means that alert persons to site-specific hazards at the mine.
• (f) Site-specific hazard awareness training is not required for any person who is accompanied at all times by an experienced miner who is familiar with hazards specific to the
mine site.

Scale House(s)
▪ All persons must have Site Specific Hazard Training before
proceeding onto mine property.
▪ All visitors must sign in and out when entering and leaving the
property.
▪ A CB radio is required for entering the site to be loaded
(temporary radios may be used on a site by site basis). If you
enter the site without a CB radio, you may be denied. Refer to
signs posted throughout the quarry for the observed CB
channel.
▪ In case of emergency, contact the scale house right away via CB
radio or phone.
▪ First Aid/CPR/AED trained employees are on site. First aid
equipment and AED are at various locations, contact site
management immediately in the event of an emergency. See
map(s) for location of first aid/AED at each site.

General Procedures
▪ Drug and/or alcohol consumption, or suspicion of the use of
either while on site, is not permitted. If suspected you will be
asked to leave the site.
▪ All trash must be disposed of in the trash cans provided on
site. If you are caught littering you will be asked to leave the
site.
▪ Any released petrochemical fluids (hydraulic oil, motor oil,
fuel etc.) MUST be reported to the scale house immediately.
▪ Please report all near misses, accidents, and injuries to the
Scale House IMMEDIATELY.
▪ No photos or videos are authorized of any equipment or
persons on site.

COVID-19: Health & Safety Requirements
The purpose of this program is to define safe work
procedures necessary to ensure employee health and
safety as it relates to Coronavirus (COVID-19).
Additionally, employees and our business partners
are encouraged to use their voice and stop work if
they are unsure of their situation or have questions
about the procedures outlined within this program.
This policy applies to all employees, subcontractors,
and suppliers at an Allan Myers managed project or
property and is recommended for all business
partners on our projects.
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If You’re Sick, Stay Home

▪ If an employee is sick or experiencing
symptoms, they must stay home.
▪ Ask each crew member if they or anyone in
their home is experiencing flu-like symptoms:
➢If so, with care and concern, send
home immediately and notify your
Allan Myers contact.
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Wash Your Hands (4 Times Per Shift, Minimum)
▪ General
➢ Wash your hands with soap and water for a minimum of 20 seconds, hand
sanitizer with at least 60% alcohol, or disinfectant wipes – no less than 4
times throughout the day, especially before eating, drinking, after using the
restroom, or after touching surfaces, tools etc.:
➢ Avoid touching your eyes, nose, and mouth.
▪ Hand Wash Stations
➢ Allan Myers supplied Hand wash stations shall be available for the use of
Allan Myers employees only.
➢ Partners are required to supply their own wash stations for their
employees.
▪ Portable Toilets (Port-a-Pots)
➢ Allan Myers supplied Port-a-Pots shall be available for the use of Allan
Myers employees only.
➢ Subcontractors are required to have port-a-pots for their employees.
➢ Increase the frequency of cleaning, Minimum 3 times per week
▪ Ensure hand sanitizer and/or hand wash station is available in or within closeproximity to the Port-a-Pot. Trash receptacles available and emptied daily.
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Social Distancing – At Least 6 Feet of Space
▪ Crew Huddles:
➢ Adjust your huddle to give your crew enough room to maintain a safe space – 6 feet of space
between people.
➢ If possible, hold the huddle outside in a safe area with reduced background noise.
➢ Use technology to have crew members listen in and communicate during the huddle from a
distance:
o Ensure technology items are sufficiently charged prior to shift.
▪ Pre-task planning shall include how to maintain 6 foot spacing.
▪ Avoid physical contact – do not shake hands; give yourself 6 feet of space between you and
coworkers:
➢ If 6 feet of space cannot be maintained, PPE must be implemented for protection including
the mandatory use of a full face-shield.
▪ Do not share PPE (earmuffs, safety glasses, gloves, face shields).
▪ Only use job radios if they have been sanitized or properly cleaned and disinfected. Do not share.
▪ Limit access and personnel from the project trailer/office, unless it is necessary.
▪ Utilize technology for meetings.
▪ No smoking or vaping of any kind near one another.
▪ No community food items, no sharing of food, no ordering food from outside vendors, and no food
delivery.
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Wipe Down & Clean All Surfaces
▪ Increase the frequency of cleaning all common
surfaces, commonly used tools, etc.
➢ Use disposable paper towels for wipedowns, not reusable rags. Dispose of paper
towels in the trash immediately after use.
Trash receptacles available and emptied
daily.
▪ Safety glasses and gloves shall be worn by anyone
cleaning surfaces.
▪ Any controls within the cab of machines and
equipment should be wiped down using a
disinfectant spray or wipes prior to and at the end
of the shift.
▪ Drivers and Equipment Operators shall wear gloves
when operating and driving to minimize contact
with in-cab controls.
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One Person Per Cab
▪ Minimize or eliminate people traveling in trucks/vehicles
together:
➢ If this cannot be avoided, consider larger vehicles to
accommodate multiple passengers while maintaining 6
feet of physical space:
o Wash hands thoroughly before entering the
vehicle.
o Provide hand sanitizer and/or disinfectant wipes
inside the cab of the vehicle.
o No eating, drinking, smoking, or vaping inside the
cab of the vehicle.
o Trash shall not be allowed to accumulate in cabs.
Trash shall be removed immediately.
▪ Any controls within the cab of machines and equipment
should be wiped down using a disinfectant spray or wipes
prior to and at the end of the shift.
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Minimal Required Personal Protection Equipment (PPE)
All persons while on site are required to wear:
▪ Work Clothes (long pants and shirt with minimum
4” sleeves)
▪ Work Shoes (Steel/ Composite Toed Boots)
▪ Hard Hat
▪ Gloves
▪ Safety Glasses (and/or) prescription safety glasses
w/ side shields
▪ Safety Vest
▪ And as necessary or designated other PPE such as
hearing protection, respiratory protection, and fall
protection.
▪ Face Shield required when working within 6’ of
other employees.
▪ Face covering at all times while outside your vehicle

Traveling on Site(s)
• Before moving, all operators shall sound an audible warning to
alert persons in the area. A 360° walk-around is recommended.
All vehicles entering the mine site are required to have a preoperational check conducted (MSHA). These checks are to be
conducted by the operator and non-functioning items are subject
to violation of the vehicle operator (i.e. back-up alarms, horns,
wipers, lights, mirrors, parking brakes, service brakes, etc.).
• Seatbelts are always required, and the posted speed limit must
be followed.
• Follow and adhere to all traffic signage on the property. The
traffic pattern around the quarry is right handed traffic unless
otherwise posted. NOTE: The pattern may change when entering
any one of Allan Myers pits, refer to signage for safe travel.
• Maintain a safe following distance of all vehicles. When in our
pit(s), maintain a minimum of 200 feet distance between
vehicles. Anyone operating a motor vehicle must yield to quarry
equipment.

Loading and Securement of Loads
▪ For your safety, truck drivers must remain in their trucks while being
loaded. If you must exit your truck after being loaded, refer to
company policy requiring the proper PPE. Any cleaning of the inside of
your truck body MUST be done off site.
▪ All loads are to be secured before leaving the quarry and dump bodies
lowered before traveling. Do not climb on truck bodies and use the
provided tarp racks. A fall hazard exists where persons do not use the
provided tarp racks.
▪ Cab shields are required for loading of any material. No material will
be loaded into pick-up trucks or pick-up trucks with trailers.
▪ Do not position oneself between truck body and tailgate or truck
frame, without proper blocking against motion.
▪ NEVER move truck with the dump body elevated in the air, body
should be secure in driving fashion prior to traveling.
▪ Allan Myers Materials does not tow equipment. If you become stuck
while operating on site, you will be required to call a towing/wrecking
company to remove your vehicle. See site management or scale house
for a local towing company.

Maintenance Activities
▪ All unauthorized personnel are to stay out of processing areas
(plant). Equipment may remotely and suddenly start. Admittance
into these areas is granted only by site management.
▪ All unauthorized persons must stay away from electric wires,
transformers, control rooms, and other electrical components unless
otherwise given permission by site management. Stay 20 feet away
from any power lines.
▪ Equipment must be locked and tagged prior to the start of any
maintenance work. More information can be found attached to the
breaker box(es).
▪ When working near water’s edge, life jackets are required to be
worn at all times.

Ground Control on Site(s)
▪ All persons on foot must stay 15 feet
away from an un-barricaded/unbermed high wall edge, and half the
high wall height away of the base
while on foot. Any person(s) within
15 feet of an un-barricaded/unbermed high wall edge is required to
wear fall protection because of the
fall from heights hazard.
▪ Signage will also be posted to alert
visitors on the day of the blast. If you
have any questions, regarding
mustering points or blast signals,
please contact site management.

Location Specific Information –
Cedar Hill Quarry
▪ Be sure to follow the speed limit 15 MPH throughout
the facility, except from the secondary plant to the
scale house where it is 10 MPH.
▪ Traffic pattern is right handed unless otherwise
posted.
▪ Please pay close attention to radio channels and keep
your VOLUME up.
▪ First Aid/CPR trained employees on site. First aid
supplies are located in the shop and scale house. AED
is located in the office trailer-mounted on wall.
▪ In case of emergency contact the scale house RIGHT
AWAY CB channel 22 - Phone: 717 548 2191.
▪ Blast Notification: NO unauthorized personnel allowed
in the quarry during blasting procedures. A horn will
sound 3 times five minutes prior to the blast, 3 times
one minute prior, and then once for “all clear” after
the blast.

Scale House: CB Channel 22
Yard Loaders: CB Channel 13

Location Specific Information –
Devault Quarry
• Be sure to follow the speed limit 15 MPH throughout
the facility.
• Traffic pattern is Right Handed throughout the entire
quarry.
• Please pay close attention to radio channels and
keep your VOLUME up.
• Follow and adhere to ALL signage on the property.
• First Aid/CPR trained employees on site. First Aid
supplies and AED is located in the office trailer.
• In case of an emergency contact the scale house
immediately CB channel 8 – Phone: 610.296.1793.
• Blast Notification: No unauthorized personnel
allowed in quarry during blasting procedures. A horn
will sound 5 min prior to the blast. 3 short signals
one minute before the blast. One “all clear” signal
after.
• CLEAN FILL: Follow signs to dump area and
communicate with loader operator via CB 14.
Scale House: CB Channel 8
Equipment Operators: CB Channel 14

Location Specific Information –
Elk Mills Quarry
• Be sure to follow the SPEED LIMIT 10 MPH throughout
the facility.
• Traffic around the quarry is right hand travel unless
otherwise posted. Traffic does change from right to left
hand travel at the bottom of the customer truck ramp
going in to the pit.
• Please pay close attention to radio channels and keep
your VOLUME up.
• Follow and adhere to ALL signage on the property.
• First Aid/CPR trained employees on site. First aid
supplies are located in the scale house. AED is in the
office next to the scale house.
• In case of emergency contact the scale house right away
via CB Ch. 28 – Phone: 410.398.1430.
• Blast Notification: No unauthorized personnel shall be in
the quarry during blasting procedures. A horn will sound
once 15 minutes prior to the blast. Once 1 minute prior
to the blast, and one “all clear.”
Scale House: CB Channel 28
Yard Loaders: CB Channel 21
Pit Operations: CB Channel 13

Location Specific Information –
Paradise Quarry
• Be sure to follow the speed limit 15 MPH throughout
the site.
• Traffic pattern is Right handed unless otherwise
posted NOTE: Traffic changes to Left hand entering the
pit.
• Please pay close attention to radio channels and keep
your VOLUME up.
• Follow and adhere to ALL signage on the property.
• First Aid/CPR trained employees on site. First Aid
supplies are located in scale house. AED in office.
• In case of an emergency contact the scale house
RIGHT AWAY via CB 22 - Phone: 717.442.4191.
• Blast Notification: No unauthorized personnel are
allowed to be in the quarry during blasting
procedures. A horn will sound 3 times five minutes
prior to the blast, again 1 minute prior to the blast,
and at all clear after the blast.
Scale House: CB Channel 13
Yard Loaders: CB Channel 2
Quarry Operations: CB Channel 5

Location Specific Information –
Talmage Quarry
• Be sure to follow the speed limit 15 MPH
throughout the site.
• Traffic Pattern around the quarry is right hand
unless otherwise posted.
• Follow and adhere to ALL signage on the
property.
• First Aid/CPR trained employees on site. First
aid and AED are located in the shop and scale
house.
• Scale house communicates via CB Channel 13.
• Immediately report all emergencies to the
scale house via CB 13. Phone: 717.656.2411
• Blast Notification: No unauthorized personnel
permitted in the quarry during blast
procedures. A horn will sound 3 times five
minutes prior to the blast, 3 times one minute
prior, one time “all clear.”
All Communications: CB Channel 13

Please begin the quiz by selecting link on homepage

Site Specific Hazard Awareness Quiz

